
Kpop Sherlock 

"There is a tremendous delicacy in preserving Holmes in other people's imaginations because there are a 
million different ways of  seeing him. You try not to interfere with anybody's image." - Jeremy Brett 

	 Beware I’m not Korean, the extent of  my Kpop knowledge might be summed up 
with I’ve watched SHINee’s video for their song "Sherlock (Clue + Note)” a few hundred 
times since it’s 2012 release. What I have noticed as a recent trend, which I credit that 
iconic Kpop group SHINee’s song for, is that many Kpop performers absolutely love 
dressing as Sherlock Holmes! The popularity in the far east of  the Robert Downey Jr. 
‘Sherlock Holmes’ films, and the Benedict Cumberbatch “Sherlock” series, definitely 
deserves much the credit for this phenomenon too. 
	 I maintain an “A-Z List of  Sherlock Holmes Performers” which records names and 
photos of  all media appearances of  people portraying Sherlock Holmes. The project 
originally began as entries of  professional actors from stage, film, TV and radio. Then it 
expanded and the entries included school performers, cosplayers, models, advertisements, 
singers, dancers, internet streamers, fans, politicians, comedians, anime voice actors, etc., 
etc.  It became an all inclusive list which let the viewers decide who was a Sherlock or not. 
The list, at the time of  this writing, is approaching 9,000  entries with ~ 20,000 photos.   
	 The following photos will simply present the Kpop performers that are a part of  
that monstrous A-Z collection. Like John H. Watson, I might be bad on dates and names, 
and believe me when I say I really struggle with Korean names particularly, so please 
understand that. Corrections and additions will be gladly accepted. 
 



Onew (Lee Jin-ki) (이진기) 

SHINee 샤이니 Sherlock 셜록 I’m So Curious Yeah 
(2012) (I,O-S.Kor.) 

Taemin (Lee Tae-min) (이태민)  

SHINee 샤이니 Sherlock 셜록 I’m So Curious Yeah 
(2012) (I,O-S.Kor.) 



RM  

Kpop - BTS  (2013) (O-S.Korea) 

Lee Chanhyuk 

Kpop - AKMU - Re-Bye (2016) (I-S.Kor.) 



Lee Suhyun 

Kpop - AKMU - Re-Bye (2016) (I-S.Kor.) 

Hae Jiyoo (해지유)   

Kpop - Rylee of  group Mellow (2017) (O-S.Kor.) 



Winwin 

Kpop - NCT 127 (2017) (O-S.Korea) 

Lee Jihoon  (이지훈) (Woozi) 

Kpop - Woozi of  group Seventeen or SVT (2017/2021) (O-S.Kor.) 



Kang Daniel  

Kpop - Wanna One (2019) (O-S.Korea) 

Sherlock Jiu 

Kpop - Dreamcatcher (2019) (O-S. Kor.) 



Golden Child (골든차일드) - Daeyeol, Y, Jangjun, Tag, 
Seungmin, Jaehyun, Jibeom, Donghyun, Joochan, and Bomin 

Kpop - Golden Child (2020) (O-Korea) 

Jeon Wonwoo (전원우) 

Kpop - Seventeen (2020) (O-S.Korea) 



Han Seung-woo (한승우) 

Kpop - VICTON (2020) (O-S.Korea) 

Lee Seung-hyub (이승협) Han Seung-woo (한승우) 

Kpop - N. Flying (2020) (O-Korea) 



Hyunjae (현재) Lee Jae-hyun (이재현)  

K-Pop - THE BOYZ  (2020) (O-S.Kor.) 

Bang Chan (방찬; ⽅燦) (Bang Christopher Chan) 

Kpop - Stray Kids (2021) (O-S.Kor.) 



Seungmin (승민) Kim Seung-min (김승민) 

Kpop - Stray Kids (2021) (O-S.Kor.) 

 Arin (아린) (Choi Ye-won) (최예원)  

K-Pop - Oh My Girl  (2021) (O-S.Kor.) 



Soobin (수빈) Park Soo-bin (박수빈) 

Kpop - TXT (Tomorrow X Together) (2021) (O-S.Korea) 

Yeonjun (연준) 

Kpop - TXT (Tomorrow X Together) (2021) (O-S.Korea) 



Cha Eunwoo (차은우) (Lee Dong-min) 

Kpop - ASTRO (2021) (O-S.Kor.) 

Dowoon (Yoon Do-woon 윤도운) 

Kpop - DAY6 (2021) (O-S.Korea) 



Jake (제이크) (Sim Jae-yun - 심재윤) 

EN-O'Clock (2021) (T-S.Korea) 
Kpop - ENHYPHEN - ParadoXXX Invasion (2022) (I-S.Korea) 

Kang Taehyun  

Kpop - TXT (2022) (O-S.Kor.) 



Chenle (Zhong Chenle) 

Kpop - NCT (2022) (O-S.Korea) 

Juyeon (주연) (Lee Ju-yeon) 

Kpop - The BOYZ (2022) (O-S.Korea) 



Kim Jiwoong 

Kpop - ZEROBASEONE (2023) (O-S.Korea) 

Jeonghan  

Kpop - SEVENTEEN  (2023) (O-S.Korea) 



Hwang Ye-ji aka Yeji  

Kpop - Itzy (2023) (O-S.Korea) 

Zihao   

Kpop - BOY STORY  (2023) (O-S.Korea) 



Dawon 

Kpop - SF9 (2023) (O-S.Korea) 


